
OLNEY TOWN COUNCIL 

 

Signed: Cllr Geach, 5th July 2021 

                               
 

Minutes of the meeting of Olney Town Council held at The Olney Centre on Monday 

14th June 2021 at 7.00pm 

 

Present: Cllrs Aldred, Bethune, Brock, Brown, Geach, Geary, Hall, Pibworth, Rodden, Rowland, 

Stokes, Varley, Ward, Whitworth 

In attendance: Sarah Kennedy (Deputy Town Clerk), representatives from Thames Valley Police, 

Bucks Fire, Ambulance service, Olney Netball Club, Olney Town Colts Football Club, Ward 

Councillor Keith McLean, 12 members of the public 

 

Public Forum: There were two statements from members of the public 

1) A local resident wrote asking whether additional dog bins could be provided for the 

Barnfield area to prevent dog walkers leaving full poo bags on the field. The resident also 

said that they had reported what they considered to be dangerous waste in the drainage 

ditch crossing the riverside recreation fields. This has not been removed or addressed. 

 

2) A local wild swimmer wanted to explain that groups of wild swimmers are generally 

respectful of their surroundings, of nature and wildlife, and of the places where they swim. 

She felt that they are not the problem in terms of antisocial behaviour and littering. 

 

OTC21/98: Apologies for absence 

Resolved: Cllr Tennant sent his apologies 

 

OTC21/99: Declarations of interests on items on the agenda 

Resolved: No interests were declared 

 

OTC21/100: The Recreation Ground 

Cllr Geach, as Chair, welcomed everyone and explained that meetings are usually formal but that 

this would take a more informal approach.  

 

Cllr Geach then welcomed our guests from the Police, Fire and Rescue Service, Paramedics, and 

the Ward Councillors. He gave some background on the reasons for the meeting, which are 

essentially that the bathing steps at the river are becoming an increasing attraction, with social 

media and the press making note of them being a ‘Victorian Bathing Pool’. This has brought a 

large number of people into the town and, with it, problems with public order, parking, safety and 

litter. The purpose of this evening’s meetings, he said, was to engage with the town to learn from 

each other to see what could be done about these issues and to gather some ideas. 

Resolved: Noted 
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OTC21/101: Public order in and around town 

Sam Pearce, Neighbourhood Sergeant said she has been on the neighbourhood team for many 

years. Leanne Taylor, a Neighbourhood Supervisor has recently joined her team. She recognised 

that there was an issue at the Rec. Sam identified problems as littering, car parking and anti-social 

behaviour relating to drinking. Sam stated that the police want input and flow of information and to 

involve the community. The police have a role in the PSPO enforcement. She explained that the 

police approach at the Rec has been to encourage people to comply – by pouring away drinks or 

putting out BBQs – and if they don’t, they would then issue a ticket. Tickets would be a last resort. 

When they have been to the Rec recently, they have had no arguments and people have complied 

with requests. Should there be any arguments, they would look at issuing tickets. If the problem 

persists, they may look to issue tickets. 

Sam then stressed the main point that she wanted to get across to the residents of Olney. The 

Police are not receiving reports. If they don’t receive reports of anti-social behaviour and other 

related issues, they cannot allocate resources to the area. She said that all incidents should either 

be reported on 999 in the case of an emergency, 101 if the situation is not an emergency, or if 101 

is engaged via email or on the Thames Valley Police website. If people do this, more police can be 

allocated to the area to sort out the problem. Sam also explained that there were limitations as to 

what could be done with the levels of staffing that they have, but that reporting incidents is critical. 

 

Cllr Geach then welcomed Jamie Humphrey, Fire Station Commander from MK. Jamie said he is 

responsible for 10 part-time fire services and wanted to talk about Olney Fire Station. He stated 

that crewing of the Olney appliance is sometimes not possible because of the shortage of retained 

fire fighters, particularly during the daytime and weekends. Olney currently has six retained fire 

fighters on a variety of contracts. He needs a response from the community for part-time fire 

fighters. He cited the incidents at Austen Avenue and Hipwell Court, which weren’t attended by the 

Olney crew because of shortages. Having a crew available could cut valuable minutes off attending 

an incident, he said, and this could make the difference between a bedroom fire or a full house 

burning. 

His plea was for the community to get involved and to volunteer to become a retained fire fighter. 

These positions are paid, but he said the pay isn’t great – it’s more about dedication and serving 

the community. Anyone who is interested should go directly to the website 

(https://bucksfire.gov.uk/join-us/). They don’t just have to work in Olney but could cover 

neighbouring stations as well.  

Jamie also said that he had been talking to the Council about signage around the river, lockable 

throw lines and distributing leaflets at the Riverfest. A fire engine and crew would attend the 

Riverfest to deliver a safety message. 
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Cllr Varley asked whether there was an upper or lower age limit on becoming a retained fire fighter. 

Jamie said the lower age limit was 18 and the upper limit tended to be for people in their 60s. 

There are pre-requisites on the website. 

 

Kate Wilson then spoke for the South Central Ambulance Service. Kate said that the Ambulance 

Service’s main issue is access. She asked for details of the key safe that they had asked to be 

installed. They hadn’t been informed about this. Cllr Geach and Deputy Clerk Sarah Kennedy both 

said this was easily dealt with and sent details. 

 

Kate said that parking is an issue by the Rec and surrounding areas on all sunny days. Of the 

incidents the ambulance service have attended none of the patients have been from Olney. They 

have faced alcohol related aggression when attending. Access to the river itself is very difficult and 

access to East Street is snug at the best of times. Gaining access to the Rec and surrounding 

areas in the event of an emergency is often impeded by poor parking. 

 

Cllr Geach thanked Kate and said that parking is just one issue. He had been directing traffic in the 

East Street car park the previous day, which was not only full but chaotic and dangerous. However, 

if the East Street car park is full, visitors will park everywhere else. Cllr Geach pointed out that 

every action we take will have a reaction elsewhere else and that we need to take this into 

account. We need to look at the issue as a whole, he said.  

 

He also said we would be looking at short-term fixes for this year and then plan to put longer-term 

measures in place. What we will be able to do will be limited this year. 

 

Sarah Poll then spoke about open water swimming and offered her services to the Police, Fire 

Service, Schools and the community to promote water safety. She said that areas left of the 

bathing steps is extremely dangerous and she would be prepared to carry out river safety classes 

with people swimming there.  

Resolved: Current signage to be assessed at the Rec jointly by OTC and Olney Fire Station 

 

OTC21/102: Drugs issues 

Sam Pearce said that there is a drugs problem they can deal with it if it is reported. She said there 

are ways of identifying dealers. There is a possibility of getting CCTV to gather evidence or upping 

police presence. However, she stressed again that this will only happen if it is reported. She also 

said that reported drug incidents over the last 12 months were minimal compared to other areas.  

If anyone sees people that they suspect are dealing drugs, Sam said they should report it 

preferably having taken the vehicle registration.  
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Questions 

1) A Riverfest Committee member said that The Olney Group (TOG) would be meeting to 

review whether the event will progress in view of the PM’s announcements today. He 

thanked the Fire Service for their assistance. 

The Fire Service said that even if Riverfest didn’t take place that the signage and other safety 

measures would still be put in place. 

 

2) A Timpson’s Row resident said that communication has been an issue in terms of people 

not knowing who to report problems to. All residents need to know that they can report 

problems to the Police. He also said that visitors to the town are parking down Timpson’s 

Row and blocking the pavements. 

Sam Pearce responded by saying if a life was at risk residents should call 999, other issues can be 

reported on 101 or via the Thames Valley Police website where they can fill out a form. This is 

reported to the Police, and they will prioritise the calls. We do however need to keep reporting. 

Cllr Geach asked that the council be kept informed of what is being reported, but that is essential 

that reports are made to the police. 

 

3) A resident urged the Council to review parking across Olney as a whole. There is an issue 

with parking around the schools at certain times of day, and parents dropping children have 

been known to be aggressive when confronted. There have been incidents where cars 

have blocked ambulance access to roads. The resident said parking is a serious issue 

across Olney and we need to look at the complete picture and can’t just shuffle the 

problem. 

 

4) A resident asked if the plan for this year were to include having more large bins for litter as 

litter and broken glass is ending up elsewhere. He felt that if litter could be placed in bins it 

would solve a lot of problems. He also complained that public toilets were locked at 5.00pm 

the other evening when people were out on the Recreation fields until 9 and 10pm. He said 

this wasn’t helping the issue of people fouling bushes and hedgerows. 

Cllr Geach responded that the Council has ordered more, and larger bins and collections will be 

more frequent. Toilets had been closing around 1.30 on weekends but after the Council was 

alerted to this, we are arranging for them to be open until between 5.30 and 6.00 at the weekend. 

After that, they tend to be vandalised he explained. 
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5) A resident of Olney brought up the issue of river safety but also mentioned that the 

groundsman had said he shuts the toilets at 3.00, he went to the river earlier that day and 

that of the 40 people present, around half were in the water. On checking the life ring, he 

found that there was 40 feet of line, which may not be long enough to reach the island or 

other nearby places. He asked for more life rings and other lines to be considered. 

Cllr Geach responded that there are plans for more life rings and that they would be better 

spaced. He said if there is a problem with the toilets to contact the Centre office where people 

could get a direct answer. 

 

6) A resident of Timpson’s Row reported that he lives by the gate into the field and therefore 

sees and hears everything that’s going on. He said the police had been fantastic but 

reiterated the point about reporting. He said he had had to call both ambulance and police 

because teenagers had passed out on drugs on the pavement late at night. He said there is 

a lot of anti-social behaviour from young adults and teenagers, who come closer to the gate 

late at night because of wanting the street lighting as it darker. It happened a lot last year 

and is happening again. He wants to see more a deterrent and while he welcomed the 

signage, it needs to be a stronger deterrent as people ignore the signs. The town is 

growing, and we have new houses on the way. This is a problem that won’t go away. If 

there are strong enough deterrents the word may spread. We need to get control over it as 

residents are getting abuse, many elderly residents are frightened. There are young lads 

getting into cars that definitely shouldn’t be driving.  

Cllr Geach responded that due to a lack of forward planning the current Council is playing catch up 

but that we will be doing something. He has asked Cllr Brock to set up and Chair a working group, 

which will involve residents, police and councillors and will plan how to deal with things 

immediately and into the future. There are limitations but we have to try to do something.  

 

7) A resident described an incident where motorbikes drove across the sports pitches to get to 

the river. She also said that there were many people having BBQs and drinking alcohol 

when she walked her dog, and that there were a large number of plastic boats, other boats 

and canoes on the river. Would a ban on boats be advisable? she asked. 

Cllr Geach explained that a ban on boats would be difficult to enforce, and that, while we wouldn’t 

discount a ban, we would have to it give some thought. 

Sarah Paul pointed out that the Environment Agency issues licences and is able to deal with boats 

on the river.  

Sam Pearce said that motorbikes on meadows is a common problem. Newport Pagnell and other 

areas also have issues. It is dangerous and unpleasant she said. However, the best position is to 
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take the registration number if possible and report it to the police. The police are able to issue a 

Section 59 warning on vehicles and if a second one is issued the vehicle is seized, which is an 

effective deterrent. 

 

8) A resident reported that the bar and hut at the Rugby Club are open and are selling alcohol 

to members only. When toilets are locked, they are inundated with members of the general 

public trying to access toilets. He stated that most of the sports clubs don’t allow members 

of the public access, but that yesterday he was allowing them to use facilities under duress. 

He questioned why the toilets were locked on a hot sunny day when there were around 

1500 people at the Rec. He had heavily pregnant women, children and many others who 

needed to use toilets.  

Cllr Geach said that toilets should now be open until between 5.30 and 6.00.  

 

9) A local resident stated that we should be embracing the visitors but that we should be 

charging for parking at weekends and on hot days and getting local sports clubs to man the 

parking. She also felt that we should allow local businesses to sell food and beverages at 

the Rec, bring in extra toilets and charge for them and ask what other towns, especially 

coastal towns, what they have done to deal with any issues.  

 

10) A resident said that he had witnessed a car parked up in Timpson’s Row and it was obvious 

that two guys were dealing drugs. People came and went from the car six times that they 

counted.  

Sam said that if reported this would definitely be followed up. If they have the car registration, it 

goes onto a database and is submitted as intelligence. The police will visit the registered owner. If 

there are lots of reports about the same vehicle, the police will gain a warrant to search the house 

where the vehicle is registered.  

Cllr Brock asked how this is going to be enforced. She said she has been down to the Rec and has 

seen people taking drugs, that police are aware this is taking place. She asked at what point are 

the police going to actually take action. When will fines start? Asked Cllr Brock.  

Cllr Ward said that she felt the Rec had always been a place to go to get away from parents, and 

that some children were getting sucked into a group that would take drugs and drink alcohol. She 

requested that we work to find a safe place for children who didn’t necessarily want to be near 

adults but wanted somewhere else to go.  

Cllr Varley asked that we see more police presence in the evenings and on consecutive evening to 

give out a message that there is law enforcement in the area. 
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Sam Pearce responded that police do come to Olney in the evenings, but that cars are often 

unmarked, and officers aren’t wearing hi-vis vests. They do walk around Olney in the evening. 

 

11) Nicola Norbury said she was scared by the report of ambulances being called. She asked if 

we couldn’t set up a scheme for parents to get involved in and felt there would be an 

appetite locally for people to help. She said she was looking more at the safety angle – she 

accepted that this was happening and perhaps setting up a scheme such as Street Angels 

would help to keep youngsters safe. 

Sam said she would be happy to look into that, look at funding and how this is organised 

elsewhere. 

Cllr Geach said that a working group would be looking at all measures and that residents should 

write to Cllr Brock or himself if they were interested. 

Sam Pearce closed her comments by reassuring the residents that Olney is not a high crime area. 

 

Cllr Geach closed the meeting by saying we will be consulting with the public more often. We will 

be running surgeries 5 to 7 at the Olney Centre. Police will drop in occasionally.  

He then declared the meeting closed at 8.45 pm. 

 

 


